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The SmartCone 19 TaskForce provides 
global solutions to solve real problems 
cities and companies are facing during 
this pandemic.  

By putting technology on the front line, 
we can help mitigate the spread of the 
virus while increasing communicaton 
and safety on site.  

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consec-
tetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim

›  Deploy at building entry
› Thermal Camera detects
 individual temperature
›  Readings paired with 
 Visible/Audible Alarms
›  Enhanced Commonications 
 Response Platform
›  Integration available for 
 enhanced analytics
›  Wellness station for further 
 screening/HR directives

WiFi Network 
set-up

Pre-screen
checkpoint

Social distancing 
enforcement

Connectivity:
› LTE Backhaul
› WiFi 
› Satellite Multi-use 

Cargo Van:
› Food Delivery
› Essential item delivery 
  (beds/ventilators/
› COVID test kits)
› Mobilize Volunteers



SMARTCONE TASKFORCE ADD-ONS

CUSTOMIZABLE MODES

ABOUT THE TASKFORCE

L-D Tool 
& Die
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ENERGY EFFICIENT
AC adaptor, battery 
or solar powered

EASY INTEGRATION
Enhance your AI 
and analytics 
with additional 
software

SENSOR AGNOSTIC
Integration of any
third party sensor

COMPONENT SETUP
Drop-and-go system 
for rapid set up CONNECTIVITY

3G/4G/5G/WiFi/GPS 
provide total connectivity

HIGHLY PORTABLE
1"-24" high, 3"-6" wide
5-6 lbs in weight

SmartCone™ Mobile Gateway provides 
not only the connectivity but the people 

management tools required in any 
environment and eventuality in an 

easy-to-set-up, modular system.

PIR LiDAR Audio-Visual Module and Torch Head

360° Camera module with PIR

Directional Camera with  PIR, LiDAR and RADAR

PIR LiDAR Audio-Visual Module and Torch Head

Unleash live is a cloud-based software platform utilizing SmartCone video 
and sensor data to detect the size of a crowd, density, and speed of 
movement, providing real time feedback on a live stream to multiple 
authorized stakeholders Command Centers can be empowered with 
multiple live stream video and applied A.I., sensor data statistics, to achieve 
higher levels of collaboration and coordinated decision making. Be alerted 
when a zone has exceded thresholds such as capacity or crowd behavior.  

Intrepid Networks provides the situational awareness communication 
for the SmartCone19 Task Force initiative. The SmartCone and Unleash 
processed data and video flows through the Intrepid Network’s Communi-
cation, Collaboration and Coordination Apps used by the teams working 
on the front lines, further enabling rapid and accurate decision making.

SmartCone Technologies Inc. is a unique data sensory company that 
commercializes new Internet-of-Things technologies to power a wide 
array of sensors, cognitive edge computing, sensor fusion and artificial 
intelligence analytics. The SmartConeTM modular eco-system has 
been used for securing dangerous work sites, making warehouses smart, 
managing vehicle fleets, monitoring traffic incident scenes, crowd control, 
site security surveillance, controlling bicycle lane traffic and more. 

Join the Task Force
Get in touch with us to find a way to integrate YOUR technology


